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METHOD OF ESTIMATING TEE STICK-FUCED LONGITUDINAL 
STABILITY OF WING-FITEELAGE CONPIGURATIONS 
SAVING UNSWEPT OR SWEPT W I N G S  
By Milton D. McLaughlin 
A methoa. i s  gi-ven for  calculating the stick-fixed lo.ngitudinal 
s t a b i l i t y  of a wing-fuselage configuration a t  subcri t ical  Mach numbers. 
The method applies t o  unswept- and swept-wing configurations. No e f f o r t  
effect could'easily be calcuhted i f  the downwash values were known. I n  
the development of  the-method eiperimentd results were necessary to 
obtain the normal loading OR the p a r t  of the fuselage in  the vicinity of  
the wing-fuselage.juncture. Experimental curves are presented which are 
used to predict the loading. on th i s  portion  of  the.  fuselage  for-other 
configurations. 
has been made t o  include the effect of the horizontal t a i l  but-this 
The geometrical characteristics and the calculated contributions t o  
l i f t .  and pitching moment of  the  principal parts of the wing-fuselage con- 
figurat,ions. for 23 configurations are presented. A comparison of' the 
neutral points predicted by the method with the neutral points obtained 
from experiment for the 23 wing-fuselage configurations i s  also presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Methods far computing the st ick-fixed longltudinal stabilfty of 
airplanes having small sweep angles (below 20') and high aspect ratios 
have been developed t o  a point where a good degree of accuracy may be 
obtained with their use. I n  methods such as that given i n  reference 1 
the agreement between the calculated and measured neutral points has 
generally been k1.5 -percent of €he mean aerodynamic chard o r  within the 
accuracy with which neutral points have been evaluated .from flight data. 
These methods do not 'apply, however, to  configukations havlng large 
sweep angles,-,: - .: . . . - " . " .  . 
. .  
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The purpose.of the present p q e r  i s  t o .  derive a method which per- 
mits ca1culation.b  within a satisfactory degree of the  stick-fixed I 
stat ic   longi tudinal   s tabi l i ty  of configurations having .e.ither unswept 
wings o r  wings with. large .sweep angles. This method applies t o  a wing- 
fuselage configuration. No e f fo r t  i s  made to  i n c l u k  the effect  of the. 
hmizonta l   t a i l   bu t   th i s   e f fec t   -could   ea , s i iy  be calculated i f  the down- 
wash values were known. Since no generalized charts exist for estimating 
downwash behind swept wings, the downwash .values used i n  the method are 
best obtained from experimental values on a similar wing-fuselage con- 
figuration. Theoretical procedures are used where possible t o  develop 
t h i s  method f o r  calculating the aerodynamic forces and moments; empirical 
methods based on experimental resul ts   are  used for those parts of the 
configuration for which no theory is  available. 
" 
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The stick-fixed neutral points.of 23 wing-fuselage configurations 
have been calculated by the present method and a comparison with experi- 
ment i s  presented. The 23 wing-fuselage. configurations together with 
pertinent information-are presented in table I. Resul ts-of-  tes ts  of the 
f i r s t  10 configurations provided experimental data which were used .to 
obtain the variation of the normal loading on the fuselage i n  the vicin- 
i t y  of the wing-fuselage juncture. These experimental curves are used 
t o  predict the loading for s-imilar configurations. A sample calculation 
of the neutral point of R wing-fuselage configuration iE; included i n  an 
appendix. 
.. . 
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SYMBOLS 
b wing span perpendicular t o  plane of symmetry, f ee t  
C wing chord para l le l  t o  plane of symmetry, feet 
- 
C mean aerodynainic chord, f ee t  
cav average wing chord (q+) 9 fee t  
X longitudinal  coordinate measured from quarter chord  of mean 
aerodynamic chord, f ee t  
xD 
X f  
X f '  
longitudinal distance measured from quarter chord of  mean 
aerodynamic chord t o  duct inlet, feet (positive farwad) 
longitudinal distance measured from quarter chord of mean 
aerodynamic chord t o . a  given fuselage station, feet 
(positive forward) 
longitudinal distance measured frm fuselage nose to  a given 
- fuselage s ta t ion,  feet  
. " .  
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xi . longitudinal.  distance measured from quarter  chord of meas 
aerodynamic chord to  leading edge of intersection chord, 
feet (positive forward) 
XI longitudinal  distance measured from quarter chord of  mea 
aerodynamic chord t o  center of pressure of carry-through 
section (positive forward) 
Y lateral   coordinate measured from plane of symmetry, feet 
Ya l a t e r a l  distance to aerodynamic center of external wing 
measured from plane of symmetry, f e e t  
Y average  fuselage Vidth a t  wing root, feet 
*f finite  fuselage  width, feet 
s area,  square feet 
7 dimensionless lateral  coordinate 
- 
c 
' r l  . spanwise center-of-pressure  location on w i n g ,  f ract ion of 
CP 
semispan (3) 
A 
x 
aspect ratio p/%) 
t A sweep angle,  degre s
M Mach  number 
v velocity, feet per  second 
vD average air velocity at minimum cross section o f  duct inlet, 
fee t   per  second 
9 free-stream dynamic pressure, pousds per  square foo t  
U angle of attack, degrees 
E downwash angle,  de r es 
L 
c B angle  of  l cal air flow relat ive to x-axis,  degrees 
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factor  used i n  determining d@/da 
local  lift coefficient 
loca l  lift coefficient due t o  additional l i f t  on wing 
1st coefficient (F) 
pitching-moment-coefficient (Pitchi;;mnent 
variation of loca l  lift coefficient with a n g l e  of attack, per 
degree . (dcz/&) . 
variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack, per 
cmivee (d"L/&) 
variation of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack, 
per degree 
variation of center-se,ction (fig, I) l i f t .  coefficient with 
angle of attack, per degree (based on wing center-section 
area s,) 
. . . .  
L .  
- .  
variatian .of external-wing ( f ig .  1) l i f t  coefficient  with . 
angle  of  attack,  per.  degree  (based on external-wing  area So) - 
variation of  external-wing (fig. 1) l i f t  coe f f i c i en t  with 
angle of  .attack, per degree (based an t o  tal wing area @J) 
variation of carry-through-section (fig. 1) l i f t  coe f f i c i en t  
with angle of attack, per degree (based on wing carry- 
through area Y C ~ )  
variation of carry-through-section (fig.  1) l i f t  coefficient , 
with angle of attack, per degree (based on t o t a l  wing 
area 45) 
Subscripts : 
0 external .wing 
.. . 
. " 
r 
" 
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W 
WF 
a 
i 
I 
F 
f 
MAC 
D 
rn 
ac 
4 4  
TE 
2 
max 
CP 
av 
exp 
total. wing (including  center  section) 
. complete configuration 
center section of tom wing ( f ig .  1) 
wing-fuselage intersection 
wing cwry-thraugh section (fig. I) 
fliselage (fore and aft) 
f bite fuselage  section 
mean aerodynamic chord 
intake duct 
leading edge of w i n g  - .  
aerodynamfc center 
qusrter chord 
t r a i l i n g  edge of-  wfng 
, -  - . .  
, fuselage length 
maximum 
center of pressure 
average 
experimental 
-OD  OF ANALYSIS 
I 
The stick-fixed neutral point of  8 wing-fuselage configuration is  
defined as the center-of -gravity location for which-the slope of  the 
curve of airplane pitching-moment coefficielzt against lift coefficient 
dC,/dCL i s  zero. In order t o  estimate the neutral point of a conf igura- 
t i o n  it is necessary to determine the additional loading and pitching 
moment of  the configuration. In order tc.detengine these quantities 
the configuration i s  separated into i t s  pr incipal  par ts  and the addi- 
tional loading of  t k s e  parts is calculated. The resultant forces and- 
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pitching moments contributed by each part  are  .pre,sented  in  coefficient 
and Cm, respectively. From the summation of form as values of C k  e 
these coefficients the. 
configuration from.the 
man. aerodynamic chard 
( - ) w  where 
distance of $he neutral point of the wing-fuselage 
reference axis, expressed as a fraction o f  tlie 
of  the wing may be found a6 the value of 
- 7" 
- 
In the present method, the configuration i s  separated into the 
following three parts: the external w i n g ,  the fuselage fo.re and dt  
o f  the wing-fuselage juncture, .and the wing carry-through section. 
(See f ig .  1.) Hereinafter, the part af the fuselage fore and aft of 
the wing-fuselage j u k t u r e  i s  referred to  as the' "fuselage ." The carry- 
through section i s  considered rectangular & shape; its length is  equal 
to  the  length of the  wing-fuselage  intersection  chord and i ts  width i s  5 
the average width of  the carry-through section. It i s  important t o  note, 
however, tha t  whenever the &tal  wing area is considered in   the method 
the center-section area i s  the area indicated by the dotted l ines in 
figure 1. The lift and moment coefficients for the principal parts are 
calculated in terms of the  to ta l  wing area. The  moment reference point' 
i s  taken as the quarter-chord point of  the me% aerodynamic chord of  the 
t o t a l  wing. 
.. . - 
" ,I 
- . .-  
. .  
- - .  . . .  
.. 
. " 
The present approach to the analysis of longitudinal stabil i ty dif-  
fers somewhat from the approach presented in reference' 1. I n  refer- 
ence 1 the l i f t  of  the wing-fuselage combination is taken as the l i f t  
o f  an isolated wing of  corresponding dimensions Fuselage l i f t ,  there- 
fore,  must be taken as. equal t o  . the lift on the section-of an isolated 
wing whfch i s  covered by the fuselage. Fuselage rnornent i s  obtained from 
an integration of the moments contribu-ted by sections along the axis of 
the fuselage (equation (3.7), reference 2) . The loads on each seetion . 
are computed on the assumption tha t  the flow is  two-dimensional i n  planes 
perpendicular to the fuselage axis. This assumption i s  less accurate in 
the neighborhood o f  the wing and1does not  alrow calculation of the loads 
on the wing carry-through se@ion. For airplanes with unswept wings, 
hoaever, conditians on the fuselage near the wing do not greatly influ- 
ence the pitching moment of the fuselage about the neutral point of the 
airplane and, as a result, the.method is adequate f o r  such cases. 
- " 
For swept-wing configurations the loading on the fuselage and wing 
carry-through  section. . .  i s  much the same a6 for  unawept configurations. 4 
"
c 
The wing carry-through section for swept w i n g s ,  however, i s  located 
fa r ther  from the neutral   point of the configuration and the longer . 
moment arm results i n  a large pitching-moment contribution. The l i f t  
contribution of the wing carry-through section, therefore, must be 
determined as accurately as possible in order t o  determine satisfacto-. 
r i l y  the pitching-moment contribution. Thus the assumption that  the 
* fuselage lift can be taken as equal t o  the l i f t  of  the center section 
of an isolated wing no longer applies and the lift and moment contri- 
butions of both the fuselage and the wing carry-through sections must 
be obtained. I n  general, the method used herein is  t o  estimate the load 
distribution on the  fuselage and the  load on the  external wing by theo- 
r e t i c a l  methods, whereas for- the wry-through sect ion,  it i s  necessary 
t o  develop curves based on available experimental data for  predicting 
the loading and the aeroclynamic center. The theoretical values which 
were used  in  calculating  the wing s t ab i l i t y  parameters were obtalned 
f m m  reference 3.  Reference 3 was used because it presented a readily 
available uniform source of  information and showed fairly good agreement 
when checked with experiment. The method t o  be used in obtaining the 
wing s t a b i l i t y  parameters, however, is a t  the  d iscre t ion  of the designer. 
Although the method i s  derived for incompressible flow, it may be 
applied  for any case  of  subcritical Mach number by use of the generalized 
Prandtl-Glauert law described in reference 4. The effects of Mach num- 
ber on the neutral-point location at subcri t ical  Mach numbers are  gen- 
e ra l ly  small. This method is  intended to apply a t  low l i f t  coefficients 
where the drag effects  are  least and where the slopes.of the l i f t  curve 
and pitching-moment curve are linear. 
CALCULATION OF STABILITY 
The method af obtaining the values of C& and C,, of the indi- 
. A  step-by-step procedure i s  u t i l i zed   t o  facilitate the computations and 
vidual parts, as well as of the complete configuration, i s  now presented. 
the sample ca lcu la t ions  to  i l lus t ra te  the  method are given i n  the 
appendix. 
External Wing 
Calculation of C b . -  The contribution of the external wing to the 
lift-curve slope C b  may be obtained i n  the following manner: 
(I) Obtain the  value  of CL fo r  t he  to t a l  wing from reference 3, ok 
figure 4. 
- 
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(2) Calculate  the quantity CL a. (The value of V K  o f  refer- . ". 
% .r 
ence 3 as used in the present paper i s  cprrsidere.d t o  be unity. ) ' 
( 3 )  Obtain from reference 3, f i g q e  3, the spanwise values of 
c zac/C~cav for the center section of the total wing. Each value of  
CzaC/CLCav i 6  equal t o  the Value 
. " 
I .  
. .  
. . . -  
(4)  Multiply  each  quantity ClaC/CL%Cav by the  product of the . . .  
mean geometric chord . cav and the lift-curve slope f o r  t he  to t a l  wing 
C t o  obtain.  the  quantity c2 c. 
a 
( 5 )  Plot the values -of cz c against their spanwise location for.  
the center section of the wing. 
a . .  . .  
(6) Integrate the value czac spaqwi,se over the- wing center eec- 
tion. The integral  i s  equal t o  the  quantity CL S,. 3 
: a a  
(7).  Obtain the quantity C L *  So for the external wing by the m -  
a0 - ir 
f omula . .  . .  . . .. " 
cL1%so = chsw - CL sa aa - .. 
(8) Obtain the lift-curve slope of the external wing based on , 
t o t a l  wing area by the relation 
I 
Calculation of C w . -  The contribution of the external wing to 
pitching-moment-curve slope is  calculated as follows: c"aa 
1 
. .. - 
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* . 
(2) Perform the spanw 
I PY/2 
. .  
Tse integration i n d l  
9 
L 
.cated in the function 
over the semispan of the whg center section to obtain 
the spanwise center of pressure of the wing center section. I n  most 
cases the values of cz c are nearly constant over the wing center sec- 
t ion  and the center of pressure is loca ted-a t  one-half the center- 
section semispan, that is yocp = 5 5. 
a 
I Y  
(3) Obtain the spanwise center o f  pressure of the external w i n g  
YO from the re la t ion  CP 
This re lat ion i s  the spanwise center af presswe of the total wing 
corrected f o r  the removal of the l i f t  on the center section. 
(4) Obtain the contribution of the external w i n g  t o  the pitching- 
moment s'lope. d by the r e l a t i o n  ma0 
If the aerodynamic center of  the external wing does not l ie  on the 
quarter chord (as might be the case if other tm the l i f t ing- l ine  
theory of  reference 3 were used), the distance between the quarter- 
chord l i ne  and the aerodynamic center must be considered in the preceding 
relation. The pitching-moment contribution of the external wing is then 
obtained by the  relation 
C 
ma0 
= i""" C tan %/4 + 
C xa?c 
- 
c 
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Fuselage (Fore and A f t  of the Intersection Chords) 
Calculation of C The contribution of the fuselage to l i f t -  %" 
curve slope C+ is  determined as follows: 
(1) Obtain the contribution to  lift-curve slope of the fore and 
aft fuselage sections by a graphical integration of the following 
formula which was derived from formula (3.3) , reference 2: 
where Yf i s  the width of  Tuselage a t  any station. The fuselage plan 
form is  divided into a finite number of sections as shown by figure 1. 
For each of these sections the parameter 2 9 i s  calculated and 
plotted against i t s  fuselage longitudinal station x f t .  The measured 
slope a t  each of  these stations i s  proporttonal  to the 
Yf da 
A 
h f  
slope of the sectional l i f t  coefficient (per radian) of that 
station. 
czaf 
For the fuselage statione ahead of the wing values of dg/& are 
obtained from figure 2 and from the following formula: 
aS = 1 + K - c h 4  57.3 
d a  A 
which i s  the variation i n  local  air f low w i t h  angle of attack f o r  the 
fuselage alone plus the acklitional variation caused by the presence of  
the wing. Figure 2 was derived from theoretical  data  obtained from * .  
reference 5. The parameter K i s  noted to' be  expreased as a function 
of the distance forward of  the intersection quarter chord ci/4 which 
should not be confused with the quarter chord of  the mean aerodynmic 
chord F/4. For the fuselage sections  behind'the wing, values of dS/& 
are obtained f r o m  the variation of downwash with angle of attack ds/& 
by the formula * 
As no generalized charts exist f o r  estimating downwash%ehind swept 
wings, experimental values of de/& at  the Location o f  the  tail 
should be used when possible. The values of a€/& are assmed t o  
vary l inear ly  from zero a t  the wing t r a f l i n g  edge t o  the determined 
value a t  the aft end of the fuselage. The exact value of downwash a t  
the a f t  end o f  the fuselage is of l i t t l e  importance in determining 
fuselage l i f t  o r  moments inasmuch as the l i f t  and moment contributions 
o f  the rear section .of the fuselage m e  very small. 
Calculation of  Cw.- The contribution of the fuselage t o  1 
gitching-moment-curve  slope C- includes  the  following steps: 
(1) Obtain the contribution of  the fore  and aft fuselage sections 
t o  pitching-moment-curve slope by a graphical integration of  the fo l -  
lowing formula which was derived from formula (3.71, reference 2: ' 
where xf is the  longitudinal  distance measured from the quarter 
chord of the mean aerodynamic chord t o  a finite fuselage s t a t ion  and 
x is  the longitudinal distance measured from the fuselage nose to a 
ffilite fuselage section. 
(2) Obtain, when 
pitching-moment-curve 
fo l lowing  f onnula: 
appropriate, the additional contribution t o  
slope of a fuselage air-intake duct f r o m  the 
The ef fec t  on pitching moment of the change f n  momentum of the air 
entering the i n t a k e  duct obtained from this forrmzla is i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  
figure 3 .  The formula Was derived from a similar unpublished formula. 
Wing' Carry-Through Section 
Calculation of  CkI.- The contribution tg l i f t -curve slope of the 
wing carry-thmugh  section is cdcula ted  &s follows: 
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(1) Obtain the contribution t o  Iifbcurve slope of the wing carry- 
through section from figure &(a) by using the effective aspect ratio of 
the carry-through section. The lif t-curve slope of the carry-through 
section i s  based on tha t  area (intersection chord c i  times average 
fuselage width a t  wing root.  Y) and is presented in terms of the 
section-lift-curve slope of the wing a t  the intersection chad 
as  CL faI /c zai. The value c zCy may be obtained from atep ( 5) of the 
outline of  the contribution of the external wing to  l if t-curve 
"a0 
(2) Calculate the contribution t o  lift-curve slope of  the wing 
carry-through section by the relat ion 
% = 
Calculation of Clr~,. ,  .- The 
"L 
slope of the wing carry-through 
(1) Obtain the aerodynamic 
contribution to p%tch5ng-mment-cm 
section '2%. is obtained 8 8  follows: 
center of the carry-through eection 
from figure 4(b), which i s  a p lo t  of the aero-c center of t h e  
cmry-thrcqh section against sweep angle of the quarter-chord line of 
the wing. The aemdynemic-center location i s  expressed in intersection 
chords as the longitudinal distance from the leading edge of the inter-  
section chord 
(2) Calculate the moment  arm of the aerodynamic center of the 
carry-through  section about the.reference  point by the . .  relation 
(3) Calculate the contribution to pitching 
through section by the relation 
"2 
moment of the carry- 
n ” . D  
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Calculation of  CL .- Obtain CL as a sum of the  l if t-curve 
CeTF % I .  
slopes of the principal parts 
Calculation  of C, .- Determine by summing up the 
%F % 
pitching-moment-curve slopes o f  the principal parts 
Calculation of neutral-point location.- Obtain the neutral-point 
location with respect t o  the reference axis, expressed as a f ract ion of 
the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing by the  re la t ion 
DISCUSSION OF “ I T O D  
The values of wing l if t-curve slope fo r   t he  total  wing were 
obtained from reference 3 and are based on the   l i f t ing-l ine method of 
calculation. Values of wing lift-curve slope were also calculated by 
the method of reference 6 which i s  essent ia l ly  a correction of  unswept- 
w i n g  data f o r  sweep effects. This method has the advantage of allowing 
the use of values of lift-curve elope f o r  unswept wings based on 
lifting-surface theory. O f  the two methods the lift-curve-slope values 
from reference 3 showed the best over-all. agreement with the experimental 
values f o r  the particular configurations checked in  this  analysis .  
In order to determine the lift-curve slope of the external wing 
the sectfonal l i f t  i s  assumed t o  be the same as the sectional lift for 
a corresponding section on an isolated w i n g .  Upfiow around the body 
mightbe expected t o  increase the l i f t  on the sections near the wing 
r o o t .  Ex-perimental investigations of  t h i s  e f f e c t  are rather scarce, 
however, the data o f  reference 7 indicate that, i f  t h i s  expected 
increase does occur, it i s  very small. A l s o ,  f l i g h t  measurements of 
the spanwise center of  load of a wing i n  .combination with a body have 
sham good agreement with the  values predicted on the assumption that 
the sectional loading external to the body i s  the same as tha t  on an 
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isolated wing. The lift-curve slope of the external wing therefore, i s  
assumed t o  be  equal to  the  integration of the spanwlse I loading on the 
external wing i n  terms of  the t o t a l  wing area CLI - The 
a0 sw' 
aerodynamic-center location for the external wing is  then the 
aerodynamic-center location af the t o t a l  wing corrected for the removal 
of  the center section. 
The present method for  determining  the values of C h  and C,, of 
the fuselage i s  based.on Multhopp's method in reference 2. Good agree- 
ment i s  found t o   e x i s t  between Multhopp's method and experiment on the 
fore  and a f t  sections of the fuselage as i s  shown in f igure 5. The 
experimental fuselage sectional loading (fig. 5) was obtained from 
unpublished pressure-distribution measurements on a wing-fuselage con- 
figuration (configuration 10 in table I).  For the fuselage section 
adjacent t o  the wing large disagreement can be seen between theory and 
experiment. The large-difference in loading on the sections immediate 
to the wing was caused by the wing and in the present method t h i s  d i f -  
ference i n  loading i s  considered t o  be part of  the vlng carrythrough 
loading. . .  
Multhopp's method does not apply f o r  the w i n 4  carry-through section. 
An e f fo r t  was made, therefdre, t o  obtain from experiment the loading of 
the carry-through section and i t s  possible variations with the wings o f  
various sweep, angles and aspect ratios. These experimental curves 
could then be used to predict the loading on similar carry-through sec- 
tions for other configurations. A limited amount of experimental 
pressure-distribution data was available on loadings of the carry- 
through sectian; however, a larger amount of data was 'available on the 
over-all  characterist ics of wing-fuselage configurations. From the 
wing-fuselage data and the isolated-wing data the. experimental values 
for  the wing-fuselage and t o t a l  wing were obtained. By using the pres- 
ent method, the contribution to stabil i ty of  the fore and af t  fuselage 
sections was calculated and the  effect  of the wing center section was 
calculated and subtracted f r o m  the experimentally measured contribution 
of the total  wing. ,The contributions to s t ab i l i t y  of the wing carry- 
through section were then found a s  
. 
" 
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Experimental values w e r e  used i n  calculating the contributions to  
l i f t  and pitching moment of the  external  wing f o r  the following reasons: 
The contribution to  lift of the external w i n g  i s  large when compared 
with the contribution of  the wing cmry-through section; consequently, 
a small e r r o r  introduced i n  the wing contribution t o  lift results i n '  a 
much la rger   e r ror  when expressed in terms of the contributfon  of  the 
carry-through section as can be seen from the  formula. It was therefore 
believed that, by use of  experiment& values of  wing lift and 
aerodynamic-center location in the preceding fomulas,  a more accurate 
contribution of  the carry-through-se'ction lift and, hence, to moment 
could be obtained. Table I1 presents the experimental value of Q, 
which were used in   calculat ing  the value8 of  
c6wF 
and c% c% 
and C %I 
A p lo t  of values of  CLI- (based on carry-through area) with 
sweep angle of the  quarter-chord  line A is sham in f i g k  6. .This 
lif t-curve slope of the carry-through section appears to be fairly con- 
sistent about a value of 0.055 per degree for the configurations checked. 
A somewhat better correlation w i t h  experiment was obtained, however, by 
another method of analysis. A p lo t  of  CL1 /c 1 (the lift-curve 
slope of  the carry-through section in terms o f  the intersection-chord 
l i f t -curve slope) against Y/ci (fig.  4(a) ) indicates  that  the loading 
of  the carry-through section varies with the loading of the adjacent 
wing and also varies inversely w i t h  effect ive  aspect   ra t io  of  the carry- 
through section. A check point obtained. from actual integration of the 
experimental loading of the carry-through section presented in figure 5 
is shown in   f igures  4 and 6. 
4 4  
9 %  
~n examination of figure 4( a) reveals that, as the effect ive 
aspect  ra t io  of the carry-through section approaches zero, the value of 
the   ra t io  C L ~  exceeds the value of  unity. This f a c t  may be 
explained by 811 examination o f  figure 5 .  The loading of the carry- 
through section i s  found to include part of the adjacent-fuselage 
loading fore and a f t  of the carry-through section and, since this 
loading is  based on the carry-through area, the wing-induced fuselage 
loading may possibly  exceed the adjacent  intersection-chord loading. 
When the effect ive aspect  ra t io  of  the carry-through section approaches - 
a1Pai 
zero, however, 
I n  the absence 
( f ig .  4(.4 } no 
aspec-t ra t io .  
the value  of  the  ratio CL I m u s t  approach  unity. 
of  experimental data in  the  region below - - 
attempt has been made -t;O fair the curve t o  zero effective 
Y 0.325 
ci 
. .. 
-cr 
\ 
! 
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The chordwise aerodynamic-center location of the- carry-through 
from the leading edge of  the intersection chord) against A c l 4 .  Shown 
also in figure 4( b) i s  the chordwfse variation w i t h  sweep of the 
aerodynamic-center location for  the  center chord as given by the f1a.t;;;- 
plate first-approximation theory (reference 8). The experimental values 
show approximately the aage varia$ion with aweep as the  f lat-plate  theory 
except a t  high-sweep angles. 'fhe experimental. values also tended t o  
show  some effects of the Reynolds number. For a constant sweep angle 
a higher Reynolds nuiber resulted i n  a more rearward location of the 
computed aerodynamic center. Because of the lack of addktional experi- 
mental points, only one curve has been faired in figure 4(b). The 
check point obtained from actual. integration of the loading of the 
carry-through section (fig. 5) is  also shown i n  figure 4(b) and shows 
good agreement. 
. . .. 
. .  . 
The configurations used in obtaining the loading and aerodynamic 
center of the carry-through section shown i n  figures 4 and 6 and Dhe 
check configuration are l isted as the first 10 configurations in tablee I 
and II. For these 10 configurations sufficient experimental data were 
presented to obtain the loading on the carry-through section. The 
s ta t ic  longi tudinal  s tabi l i ty  of the 23 wing-fuselage configurations 
was calculated by using the curve'8 faired through the experimental data 
i n  fi'gure 4 and by the  present method. 
" - 
- . " 
. .. 
CORRELATION OF RESULTS 
The method has been used t o  determine the static  longitudinal 
s t ab i l i t y  of the 23 wing-fuselage configurations listed i n  table I and 
the  resul ts  are presented and compared with the experimental results in 
table I1 and figures 7 t o  9 . .  A comparison between the experimental and 
calculated val&s of lift-curve slopes is presented in figure 7. The 
calculated values show some disagreement with experiment, however,.the 
disagreement was found to   r e su l t  mostly from low values of  CL,W 
( theoretical)  for wings with approximately 45' sweep angle. 
A comparison between the experimental and the calculated values of  
pitching-moment-curve slopes f o r  the configurations i s  presented in 
figure 8. The resu l t s 'o f  the calculations show reasonable agreement 
with the experimental values. The disagreement which exists,  however, 
can be traced primarily t o  the disagreement in lift-curve slopes and 
to the l imitations i n  estimating the aerodynamic-center location f o r  
some of the l i f t  contributing parts. Calculation of the aerodynamic- 
center location of the wing carry-through section shows that there are 
probable Reynolds number effects  which have not been considered in &e 
method. I 
A comparison between the experimental and calculated  neutral  points 
f o r  the various configurations i s  presented' i n  figure 9. The agreement, 
which i s  generally better than sK3.04, is considered t o  be good, espe-' 
c i a l l y  f o r  such a large variety of wing plan forms. The accuracy with 
which the aerodynamic center and the lift-curve slope of the w i n g  can 
be determfned t o  a large extent determines the accuracy of the neutral- 
point location f o r  a wing-fuselage configuration. 
CONCLUDING . 
A method is  given for  calculating the stick-fixed longitudinal 
s t a b i l i t y - o f  a wing-fuselage configuration with unswept o r  swept w i n g s  
a t   s u b c r i t i c a l  Mach numbers. The stability parameters estimated by the 
23 configurations used i n  the conrpmison. Calculated values of  lift- 
. curve slope show some disagreement with experfrllent a t  sweep angles close 
t o  45'. !his disagreement is found t o  result mostly from low theoreti-  
cal values of wing l if t-curve slope. The e f f ec t  of  the low values of 
wing lift-curve slope i s  also apparent in the calculated values of the 
slope of the pitching-moment curve. There are noticeable Reynolds nu- 
ber effects  on the aerodynamic-center location f o r  the wing and wing 
carry-through section. As no definite trend of  these effects was 
established, the effects me not considered in  the method. To a large 
extent the accuracy with which the wing s t a b i l i t y  pa,rameters can be 
' obtained determines the accuracy t o  which the configuration stability 
parameters can be calculated. 
- method show reasonable  agreement with the  experimental  values f o r  the 
For the wing carry-through section no theory was available f o r  
predicting the loading; therefore, the loading was obtained from curves 
based-on experiment. The experimental lift-curve slope of the wing 
carry-through section calculated in terms o f  the carry-through area 
appears to,be consistent about a value of  0.055 per degree. A bet te r  
correlation with experiment, however, indicates that the carry-through- 
section loading varies with the loading on the adjacent wing section 
and also varies inversely with the effective aspect ratio'of the carry- 
through section. 
The- method has been used to  calculate  the  peutral   points of  23 con- 
figurations. The agreement between experimental and calculated values 
18 
ha8 generally been bet te r  than S .04 and is considered t o  be good 
especially for such 8 large v a r i e t y   o w i n g  plan forms. 
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SAMPLE CLIXULATIOIBS 
. 1  
The contributions to l if t-curve and pitching-moment-curve slopes 
and the aerodynamfc-center location were calculated f o r  wing-fuselage 
configuration 4 (see tables I and 11) by the method presented i n  thfs 
paper. These calculations are presented as an a id  to further under- 
standing the method. The steps are nmbered t a  correspond with the 
steps presented Fn the section "Calculation of Stabi l i ty ."  Two views 
of  the model are  shown i n  figure 10 which was obtained f r o m  reference 9. 
Some t o t a l  wing parameters used in the example are a s  follows: - 
A = 3.5 Y = 3.6 feet 
b = 27 f ee t  ymC =- 5.4 f e e t  
- 
c = 8.64 f e e t  x = 0.25 
cav = 7.72 feet A c/4 = 60.8O 
% = 208.3 square feet 
External Wing 
Calculation of C .- Steps used i n  calculating C 
Lao Lao -: 
(1) From reference 3, figure 4, C$ = 0.0412. 
(2) C L ~ S W  = {0.0412)(208.3) = 8.60 square f ee t  
( 3) From reference 3, f igure 3: 
For 7 = 0 
20 NACA FM L5U23 . 
..  .. . 
For 7 =-0 
'ZaC = 
(1.13)(0.0412)(7.72) = 0.359 f ee t  
For  7 = 0.13 
c2 c = (1.15) (0.0412)(.7.72) = 0.365 feet 
a 
( 5 )  See figure ll for p l o t  of local Wing loading "lac aga ins t  
wing spanwise station. . . .  
- . . "  . .. ." 
.. 
. . . ... 
- 0'359 + O g 3 %  3.6. = 1.302 square feet  
2 
Calculation of C Steps f o r  calculating C are : %" % . 
(1) From reference 3, figure 5(b) , qCp = 0.449- . -  
W 
NACA RM L5lJ23 21 
I Y  
2 2  
"
,I (1.8) = 0.9 foot 2 
(4) C% = 
Fuselage 
Calculation of C + and c Calculation of the fuselage 
sectional l i f t  is shown i n  table I11 and plotl& in figure 12. The 
fuselage  contribution to lift and pitching moment obtained f mm ' an 
integration of the fuselage sectional l i f t  i n  figure 12 is  found t o  be 
9" 
% = 0.00366 
Wing Carry-Through Section 
Some wing carry-through-section parameters are 8 8  follows: 
" ' - 0.32 
c i  
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Calculation of  C b  .- Steps f o r  obtaining C 
I % fol=ow: 
4-03 = 1.42(0.0325) 208.3 = 0.00896 
Calculation of C .- 8teps f o r  calculating C are : 
%I %I 
- - 9.33 - 0.68 = 0.15 11.25 
= (0.15) s4 (0.00896) = 0.00172 
Complete  Configuration 
Calculation of C Values of lift-curve slopes for the 
complete  configuration are: 
h" 
Estimated value by present method 
= 0.0349 -I- 0.00177 + 0.00896 = 0.0456 
. Experimental value (table II) 
c* = 0:047 
Calculation of C - The pitching-moment-curve slopes for the 
complete  configuration are: 
%* 
Estimated value by present method 
= -0.0115 -I- 0.00366 + 0 .OO175 = -0.00609 
Experimental value (table 11) 
c% = -0.0061 
Calculation of neutral-point  location.- The neutral-point location 
is  calculated to be: 
Estimated vdue by present method 
. 
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Figure 1.- Wing-fuselage.eonfigration illustrating separation of the 
configuration i n t o  the principal pwts.. Some. general notations are 
included. . -  
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Distance frm centroid of finite fuselage section to quarter chord of 
intersection chord expreseed in w i n g  spans, 
Xf - (XClIc/& 
b 
Figure 2.- Variation of values of K with distance forward f r o m  the 
quarter-chwd point  of the wing-fuselage intersection chord. 
(Reference 5.) Values of dg/& may be obtained f o r  wings of various 
aspect ratios and LiTt-curve s lopes  by - * -  1 + IC - (57.3) . " d$ da .- A 
I 
M W  cross section 
of duct inlet 
V 
Hment reference 
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Figure 3. - D i a g r a m  showing &locity vectors fox calculation of addi- 
t iona l  pitching-moment contributions contributed by the air m886 on 
the   in le t  duct. (Unpublished data.) 
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(a) Lift-curve slope. 
h 
(b )  Aerodynamic-center  location. 
. Figure 4. - Lift-curve  slope and aerodynamic-center  location of wing 
carry-through section. Symbols refer to configurations listed in 
tables I and 11. Check point refers to actual  ihtegration of carry- 
through loading. 
".Ib 
. .  
.2 
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Figure 5.- A comparison between experimental and theoretical fuselage 
sectional lo-. a = 4'; M = 0.61. Configuration 10 of tables 1 
and II. 
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Sum angle of qwcrter chord,Ac/4, beg 
Figure 6 . -  W i n g  carry-through section lift-curve slopes (based on wing 
carry-through section area SI) f o r  10 wlng-fuselage configurations 
as obtained by the present method. Symbols refer to  conflgurations 
of tab les  1 and 11. Check point refers t o  actual  integrat ibn of 
carry-through loading. 
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0 0 5  
values of lift-curve 
Figure 7.- A comparison between experimental and theoretical values 
Of cb f o r  23 wing-fuselage configurations. Symbole re fer  t o  
configurations identified in tables I and II. 
. .  . .  . . 
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.. . . 
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Figure 8.- A comparison between experimental. and theore2;icaJ. values 
of c f o r  23 wing-fuselage configuratlons. Symbols refer to 
configurations of tables I and 11. 
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Figure 9.- A comparison between the  experimental and calculated stick- 
fixed neutral points for 23 wing-fuselage configurations. Symbols 
refer to configurations  identified in tables I and 11. 
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Figure 10.- 'Two views of sweptback-wing - fuselage  configuration. 
A 4 4  = 60.8'; A = 3.5; X = 0.25; a i r fo i l  section, NACA 64A006. 
(Reference 9. ) 
..  .. . . . ... . .  . . . . . . . .  . , 
Figure 11.- Spanwise load distribution of wing semispan for 
configuration 4. 
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Figure 12.- Calculated fuselage lift distribution. 
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